Dynamic DNA complexes are a new class of DNA devices that can be engineered to function as programmable molecular machines, [1] detectors, [2] logic gates, [3] and chemical amplifiers. [4, 5] A unique feature of these devices is that, instead of purely classical hybridization mechanisms, they harness a process called strand displacement to facilitate the exchange of oligonucleotides between different thermodynamically stable DNA complexes. [6, 7] As a result, adaptive and/or reconfigurable molecular devices can be created that operate through enzyme-free, isothermal chemical reactions between different oligonucleotide complexes. While improved understanding of strand displacement has opened new opportunities to engineer elaborate reaction networks for molecular computing, [8] a number of important biological applications for these devices have also emerged. Dynamic nucleic acid devices have been adapted for multiplexed in situ detection of proteins and mRNA, [9] [10] [11] and engineered to function as dynamic therapeutic devices [12] and molecular delivery vehicles. [13] Overall, such advances suggest dynamic oligonucleotide systems can function robustly within complex cellular environments and provide new molecular detection capabilities that are not available using existing nucleotide technologies.
Our group has been examining whether dynamic DNA complexes can function as erasable molecular imaging probes in order to increase the number of molecular pathway proteins that can be visualized within individual cells by using fluorescence microscopy. [10, 11] For this application, programmable, isothermal strand-displacement reactions are employed to assemble and disassemble stable fluorescent reporting complexes that localize to their respective protein.
These reactions therefore provide a minimally perturbative route to image different sets of proteins by using multiple rounds of fluorescence microscopy and allowing the proteins to be labeled, imaged, and their labels to be removed/erased sequentially.
The ability to visualize multiple sets of proteins within individual cells has become increasingly important, particularly when considering that many contemporary biological studies now require more comprehensive, spatially delineated analyses of protein pathways and networks within biological samples. [14] Such analyses are currently limited by the spectral overlap of the fluorophores used for immunostaining, and generic inabilities to remove fluorescent antibodies from a sample without employing harsh chemical reagents that perturb cell morphology and subsequent marker antigenicity. Hyperspectral imaging approaches can roughly double the number of markers that can be imaged simultaneously using conventional methods. [15] Yet, further increases have been minimal owing to the increased noise [16] and decreased dynamic range that accompanies the integration of additional dye molecules into an immunofluorescence assay. [17] The use of strand-displacement reactions for multiplex imaging requires that dynamic DNA complexes can be interfaced with protein recognition reagents, such as antibodies (Abs), and that the coupling and dispersion of these complexes in a cell is efficient and uniform enough to generate images that accurately reflect the intracellular distributions of a protein. Furthermore, the signal erasing steps must be sufficiently efficient to ensure residual signals do not compromise subsequent imaging and analyses. Prior kinetic studies outlined design principles that can be used to produce dynamic DNA complexes that possess most of these properties. [11] Yet, these analyses were performed using highly overexpressed autofluorescent proteins as model markers and internal protein standards; the fluorescent proteins were outfitted with ssDNA using engineered protein polymers that were custom-tailored for labeling of proteins with DNA.
Herein, we demonstrate that dynamic DNA complexes can react both selectively and efficiently with DNA-conjugated antibodies to facilitate multiplexed (multicolor) and reiterative (multiple cycles) in situ immunofluorescence analyses of endogenous proteins within individual cells.
The present protein labeling and signal erasing procedure is outlined in Figure 1 . The protein labeling reactions exploit "toehold domains" within dynamic DNA probes to initiate strand-displacement reactions between an ssDNA targeting strand (TS) that is conjugated directly to antibodies, and a probe complex (PC) that contains a quenched fluorophore. These reactions result in the formation of a fluorescently active reporting complex (IR) containing a single DNA duplexed domain. Similarly, a toehold within the reporting complex is used to initiate a second displacement reaction between IR and an eraser complex (E). This reaction disassembles the IR complex and renders its fluorophorebearing strand inactive through the formation of a waste complex (W) that incorporates a quencher molecule. Consequently, the complete probe labeling/erasing cycle returns the Ab-conjugated TS oligonucleotide to its original ssDNA state.
The ability to selectively stain endogenous proteins using dynamic DNA probes was first tested by labeling native microtubule filaments within fixed HeLa cells by using a primary Ab raised against a-tubulin and a secondary TSAb conjugate ( Figure 2 ). The same reagents were also used to label microtubules that were counter-stained through the exogenous expression of mOrange-tubulin ( Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). In the later case, the signals generated by the DNA probes colocalize and linearly correlate with the mOrange signals, thereby suggesting the probes react selectively and are dispersed evenly throughout the cells. Moreover, signal to background ratios were nearidentical to those generated by standard dye-conjugated secondary antibodies, (varying between 10:1 and 20:1, Figure 2 b ; Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Importantly, these properties were also reproduced using multiple Ab conjugates with probe constructs possessing different nucleotide sequences ( Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).
We next examined the staining equivalence of the dynamic DNA probes to standard labeling procedures with secondary Abs by using an array of primary Abs that recognize different proteins and localize to different cellular compartments ( Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). In each case, the subcellular localization and punctate staining patterns for each marker are very similar to those produced with standard immunofluorescence staining procedures. Overall, the two methods are primarily distinguished by their ability to resolve fine structures within cell nuclei, since nonspecific DNA-complex binding appears to influence the images within these regions of cells. Yet, these issues appear to simply require further optimization of DNA-antibody conjugation and cell passivation procedures to reduce nonspecific DNA binding ( Figure S5 in the Supporting Information).
Image intensity measurements after the erasing reaction, a key step in our procedure, indicate that strand-displacement reactions can also facilitate efficient removal of immunofluorescent signals from previously stained cells (Figure 2 c) . Here, the ON/OFF ratios between labeled microtubules before and after the erasing reaction (IR + E!TS + W) ranged from 20.0:1-24.7:1. At this erasing level, residual signals are lower than or equal to measured root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuations of background signals within the bare glass portions of the cell culture slides. In contrast, fluorescence intensities are largely unchanged in experiments where the cells were labeled using the same reaction conditions, but omitting the eraser complex ( Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Signal ratios for sequential images of the same cells varied from 1.36:1 to 1.64:1 in this case (Figure 2 c) .
It should be noted that the present probe systems differ from prior designs, since the present complexes incorporate a dedicated quencher domain (qd). [11] The nucleotide sequence of this domain was conserved in each PC and E complex so that the same quencher strand can be employed for all labeling and erasing reactions. This modification was introduced to reduce the costs associated with purchasing multiple modified oligonucleotides. While this domain does not participate in the displacement reaction, it precludes the use of erasing reactions between three-strand IR complexes and E based upon entropically driven circuit designs; such erasing reactions can proceed rapidly. [5, 11] Furthermore, we found that including this domain influences abilities to erase fluorescent signals through a four-way branch migration mechanism depending on the type of dye molecule employed ( Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). Our previous kinetic analyses showed this mechanism can yield increased in situ erasing reaction rates. [11] However, the quencher domain (qd) appears to introduce steric constraints that limit the rates of the four-way branched migration reactions, which are initiated owing to the use of internal toehold domains. Nevertheless, this issue was avoided by simply employing the two-strand E complexes depicted in Figure 1 , which exchange strands through a three-way branched migration reaction, and by allowing the erasing reactions to proceed overnight. Faster erasing kinetics could likely be achieved by removing the conserved domains from the probe complexes.
The low residual fluorescence signals that remain after the erasing reactions suggest this procedure allows different proteins within the same cells to be visualized by using subsequent staining rounds. To directly test this possibility, HeLa cell samples were incubated simultaneously with the rat a-tubulin Ab and a rabbit primary Ab that recognizes either 1) a light chain of kinesin (KLC4); or, 2) a histone H3 complex that localizes to the cell nucleus (Figure 3 a) . Each , histone H3) in the same cells were labeled using the same dye molecule (Cy5). Microtubules were activated, imaged (ON 1 ), and then erased (OFF) to facilitate the detection of a second protein marker (ON 2 ) that either overlaps spatially with microtubules (KLC4; left) or that localizes to the nucleus (histone H3; right). b) Line profiles from the images in (a) that were processed using different background subtraction procedures. The black lines indicate profiles obtained by subtracting the erased (OFF) signals from profiles measured after the cells were labeled a second time for KLC4 (top) and histone H3 (bottom). The red lines correspond to ON 2 profiles measured after the KLC4 and histone H3 images were globally background subtracted by a spatially invariant factor. Plots of the residual signals after subtraction of these profiles are also provided (blue lines). c) Abs against a-tubulin, vimentin, and stathmin 1 were detected with DNA-conjugated Abs that were labeled by three unique dynamic DNA probes incorporating Cy5, Cy3, or Alexa488, respectively (ON 1 ). The signals were then erased to permit the detection of WASP and vinculin using dye-conjugated primary Abs (ON 2 ). During this step, actin filaments were also imaged using Alexa532-phalloidin. Different permutations of merged images are shown at the bottom, where markers are arranged in groups of actin-associated proteins (i; actin and vinculin), microtubule-associated proteins (ii; a-tubulin and stathmin 1), or cytoskeletal filaments (iii; vimentin and WASP).
marker/antibody complex was outfitted with a unique TS strand using a DNA-conjugated secondary Ab (goat antimouse and goat anti-rabbit secondary Ab). The displacement reactions of two separate probe systems (PS1 and PS4, Table  S1 in the Supporting Information) were then used to couple Cy5 dye molecules to the microtubule networks, erase these signals, and then label the second marker sequentially (Figure 3 a) . Microtubule networks are clearly detected in each case, and the signals are erased efficiently upon incubation with E (ON/OFF > 15:1). Moreover, residual signals were sufficiently low to facilitate a second round of immunofluorescence imaging. KLC4 and histone H3 intensity profiles within images obtained after the second labeling reaction are nearly indistinguishable if these images are processed by subtracting their corresponding erased microtubule images or if they are background-corrected assuming a constant, spatially invariant background intensity signal (Figure 3 b) . Considering these low residual signals will also be affected by lamp intensity fluctuations and focal shifts during imaging, we conclude multiple markers can be inspected using sequential displacement reactions with minimal crosstalk between the signals produced by each reaction.
Finally, we examined the ability to implement multiplexed and reiterative imaging procedures to visualize multiple sets of markers within individual cells by using sequential rounds of fluorescence microscopy. Here, six different cytoskeletalassociated proteins (stathmin 1, vimentin, a-tubulin, WiskottAldrich syndrome protein (WASP), F-actin, and vinculin) were imaged, three at a time, using the microscopes red, green, and blue channels (Figure 3 c) . The first set of markers was detected using three different PC complexes to label DNA-conjugated Abs targeting stathmin 1, vimentin, and atubulin ( Figure 3 c; ON 1 ) . These signals were then erased simultaneously, thereby allowing the second set of markers to be detected using either dye-conjugated primary antibodies (Alexa647-conjugated anti-WASP and FITC-conjugated antivinculin), or with phalloidin-Alexa532 to stain actin filaments (Figure 3 c, ON 2 ) . Cell nuclei were stained in each round using DAPI to register each set of images. Again, the signals obtained with the probe complexes reflect the spatial distributions of their protein targets that are obtained using conventional immunofluorescence staining methods. Importantly, the ability to erase marker signals and stain cells a second time by using conventional methods shows that strand displacement can not only be used to double the number of proteins that can be detected within a cell sample, but that the antigenicity of proteins targets within cells is also retained throughout these procedures. These results therefore illustrate the flexibility of this approach and suggest the novel detection modalities provided by dynamic DNA complexes can be integrated with various immunodetection technologies.
In summary, we have demonstrated that dynamic DNA complexes can be employed to selectively activate and erase immunofluorescence signals within fixed cell samples. Provided that steric and kinetic constraints affecting their reactions are addressed, these probes can be used to at least double the number of markers that can be detected within individual cells through sequential rounds of fluorescence microscopy. This benefit could be further leveraged using hyperspectral imaging techniques by allowing additional proteins to be stained simultaneously in each imaging round. Furthermore, the displacement reactions incorporated into the present DNA probe systems constitute elementary components of various programmable chemical networks that have been designed to perform more complex detection functions. [7, 18] Our analyses therefore suggest the chemical logic gates and amplifiers of these systems can be integrated with targeted immunostaining procedures to facilitate even more detailed, sophisticated, and sensitive spatially dependent analyses of protein pathways within individual cells.
